A JANUARY 31st ATTACK ON AMERICA IS HINTED
IN THE MOVIE, "BACK TO THE FUTURE III" :
https://vimeo.com/198934753
__ One_Must_Imagine_GOD's_Invisible_Presence_to_Receive
___GOD's_Guiding_Thoughts __
_// Now, back to what appears to be a January 31st Attack-on_// America plot (again, I do not know in which year it is
_// intended). In the movie, "Back To The Future, Part III," not
_// only is the side of the lead (signifying rulership) train, the
_// engine, emblazoned with a white-on-black number "1 3 1"
_// and a caricature-like swirling design which appears to be the
_// infamous Owl of blood sacrifice to their god, Molech -- but
_// also . . for several seconds you see Doc at the front of this
_// racing train engine (catapulting us into the future by way of
_// catastrophe), and right near Doc's head you see a black
_// circular concave section at the base of the smokestack, with
_// the notorious Illuminati Pyramid, located near the bold white_// on-black number 1 3 1.
DECEMBER 2016
_ Link #1 in this report displays a YouTube clip that someone
crudely recorded with a camera and microphone pointed at their
TV, because the DVD's copyright protection prevents the
normal means of copying clips. In that video clip, the following
words were spoken in the movie "Back to the Future, Part III,"
which was scripted in 1989.
__ Doc says:
"Hopefully, we'll hit 88 miles per hour before the needle gets
one past 2000."
__ Then Marty McFly queries:
"Why? What happens after it hits 2000?"
__ Then Doc says:
"The whole motor will explode."
This would signify the future explosions of the World Trade
Center's Twin Towers, indicating that the scriptwriter, Bob Gale
was given these lines by one of the Illuminati conspirators in the
9-11-01 attacks, just as Chris Carter, a scriptwriter for the X-

Files television series, was given a script involving airplanes
crashing into the World Trade Center, and this "Lone Gunmen"
episode was broadcast months before the actual attack on the
World Trade Center occurred. At link #3 in this report, evidence
shows that Benjamin Netanyahu was one of the 911 attack
conspirators.
Link #1: Explosions in 2001 were Foretold in the 1990 movie,
"Back to the Future, Part III," scripted in 1989
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OqRs7cCGaYg
On YouTube and on Vimeo, many astute researchers have
posted revealing video analyses of the Illuminati's clandestine
signals which they typically and historically implant in popular
public exhibits, which, in an earlier age, were heralded
published works and famous monuments, so that the masses
would be widely exposed to, and yet oblivious to, their clever
"in-your-face" private jokes foretelling each of their many
diabolical future plots (e.g. war provocations by false flag
attacks, financial collapses, coups [both brutal and sublime],
assassinations) concocted to further enrich and empower
themselves, to the devastation of the people.
For example, David Icke states (at video Link #2 below) that
the famous Statue of Liberty in New York harbor has been, for
generations, perceived by the masses to be a symbol declaring
that America is "the land of the free":
__ "Give Me Your Poor, Your Tired, Your Huddled Masses,
Yearning to Breathe Free." . . .
However, David Icke goes on to explain that this is a sadistic
joke which these Satan-worshipping devils had foisted upon
generations of Americans, even to this day. The Statue of
Liberty is cryptically and symbolically ridiculing our inferior
intellect and our de facto enslavement -- and by this symbol,
these elite presume themselves to be intellectually superior to
our "huddled masses," because they worship Satan, and hence,
they receive, from that invisible superhuman entity, superhuman
powers. Therefore, they believe that this pseudo superiority
gives them the right to exterminate us. Yet, this power which
Satan gives to these elite rulers -- in exchange for their blood
sacrifices of children to him -- is real, for the great Apostle to the

Son of God, Paul, wrote that "Satan is the [temporary] god of
this world," And this god of our rulers seeks worship from, and
hence the deaths of, human beings. Angels, both good and
evil, are, intellectually and physically, far superior to mere
mortals. Yet, evil angels lack our divine connection to GOD, the
Creator of both mortals and angels. And so, if we would rise
above our blindness to GOD's continual invisible supreme and
loving presence within us, then the blood sacrifices of children,
and the sacrificial massacres, and the sacrificial holocausts, all
of which our Satan-worshipping rulers have been spiritually
compelled to commit, throughout the history of civilizations,
would cease, and then, we would "beat our swords into
ploughshares" -- and nations would lie down in peace together.
Well, that is not what Satan's One-World dictatorship is now
forcing upon the human race; quite the opposite!
In this video, David Icke goes on to say that the famous Statue
of Liberty in New York harbor is a sadistic joke on us all,
because what the satanic French Freemasons from Paris were
cryptically saying in that inscription was,
"We Rule Over You. We're Flaunting Our Rulership Over You,
and You are Proving Your Inferiority by Remaining Blind, for
Generations, as to the True Meaning of that Inscription."
In the 1980s movies, "Back to the Future, Parts II and III, our
shadow rulers again throw in our faces their plot to install
President Obama, their plot to perpetrate the World Trade
Center holocaust, their plot to rebuild the Twin Towers into one
Tower (symbolizing their coming One-World Dictatorship), their
plot to install President Trump . . . and now, by GOD's will, not
fortuitously, I happened to turn on the television several nights
ago . . . and I never watch movie channels, but I just happened
to land on "Back to the Future III". During the action train ride
scene in this movie, it appears that our mischievous elite rulers
have implanted symbolic clues which foretell of some great
disaster that is planned for January 31st. I don't know whether
the year in which this disaster is plotted will be 2017, 2018, or
beyond. You can rent the DVD of that movie, and study it for
these hidden symbols. In several scenes of the old-fashioned
train engine, the number 131 is printed in three places in white
on a black background, in accordance with the notable satanic
practice of contrasting white with black, as in TV extravaganza's

featuring Madonna, Britney Spears, Christina Aquilera, and with
the black and white checkerboard floor of the Masonic hall
which is shown in the History Channel's presentation of "Secret
Societies" (Link #2, below). Symbolizing the fact that the men of
the Illuminati stand at the gateway to America's "World Trade
Center" (just as the Statue of Liberty stands at the gateway to
the center of world trade, which is New York City) this train
engine (symbolizing the ruling elite at the head of humankind)
displays, on the side of the engine, the number 1 3 1, in white
letters on a black background.
This black-and-white contrast is occultly symbolic of "the yin
and the yang," which is itself symbolic of the coexistence of
good and evil, originating in GOD's Garden of Eden wherein
GOD admonished then-perfect man *not* to "eat from the tree
of the knowledge of good and evil". Again, in our evil ruling
elite's repeated cloaked references to the coexistence of good
and evil, President George W. Bush, as you recall, gave at least
one highly publicized *United Nations* speech, right after the
elite's attacks on the World Trade Center, in which he was
scripted to specifically and cryptically state that good coexists
with evil.
It appears that the bold white number 131, on the dominantly
large black background on the side of the train, is the Illuminati's
characteristically cryptic advance warning of a plot for wholesale
slaughter, just as their 9 1 1 advance warning sign was
displayed in white light on the dominantly black background of a
dark night at the beginning of the movie "Back to the Future,
Part III". I believe that these two displays of the dominance of
black against white is our rulers' cryptically saying to us that
their evil will prevail over our good -- that their Satan will prevail
over our Son of God. Notice that these movies' themes are to
show us the future. That is the key to recognizing the complex
and subtle occult warning messages which they have planted in
these two episodes, all foretelling us of their plots to perpetrate
bloody catastrophes upon all of mankind -- each catastrophe
being more fiendish and ferocious. Recall all the wholesale
carnage that they have wrought, from the 3,000 human beings
they incinerated in New York City, to the millions they
slaughtered in Iraq, Afghanistan, and Syria -- as U.S. Army
General Wesley Clarke had revealed to us their plot; although

we paid him no attention for thus risking his life to warn us.
If you are reluctant to be motivated by my emphatic alert -that these men rule the World *because* they worship Satan, as
they have declared in their esoteric bible, MORALS AND
DOGMA, written by Albert Pike, holding the title of "Grand
Sovereign Commander of the Ancient and Accepted Scottish
Rite of Freemasonry" . . . if you sit back and "do nothing but
allow evil to triumph," as the great British statesman, Edmund
Burke had long ago admonished, then many millions of us will
die (not may, but will), because the elite's god, Satan, has the
purpose to kill as many of GOD's children as possible. And the
men who rule atop the Illuminati Pyramid of World power *must*
sacrifice much flesh and blood to satiate Satan's blood-lust, so
that they can gain and sustain rulership over mankind, because
Satan is the temporary ruler of this World. So they must satiate
Satan's blood-lust in order to successfully conspire toward their
coming "One-World Dictatorship," which, like the Twin-Towers
that they have transformed into One-Tower as their symbol, so
too will the Twin-Powers of secularism and spiritualism be
combined into One: the Antichrist Beast ruling the One-World
secular Government, in concert with his False Prophet, probably
the Pope, forcing humankind to worship Satan. Thus, the two
are to rule as One, like the One Tower, over all of humankind,
with their god, Satan, at the high apex (symbolizing satanic
heaven) of their diabolical ruling triangle. Notice that the triangle
is a key symbol in their ancient mystery religion. In fact, the star
of David never originated with Kind David of ancient Judah, but
it originates in the evil mystery religion of ancient Babylon,
wherein GOD cast the true ancient bloodline of Judah (not the
modern day Ashkenazis) into seventy years of captivity for their
devotion to Satan and for their rejection of their coming
Messiah, Yahweh [YHVH, Yud-Heh-Vav-Heh, in the Hebrew
language].
In the Book of REVELATION, and in the Books of MATTHEW
21, MARK 13, and LUKE 21, these coming events are precisely
what the Son of GOD foretold to us, nearly twenty centuries
ago. Only GOD could have declared these future events with
such precision and accuracy, in the Holy Bible.
These are not my personal notions; rather, these are basic

principles of the diabolical global ruling elite, documented in
their satanic bible, MORALS AND DOGMA -- and furthermore,
these principles of evil are likewise revealed to us by the Son of
GOD, in His Bible, the Holy Bible. Therefore, much blood is
plotted to be poured out unto Satan: your blood . . . my
blood . . . our families' blood . . . all nations' blood. And the
"Israel first" Jews of the World had better free themselves from
their Israel-worship, because their Zionist rulers are about to
feed the entire Israeli population into the nuclear furnace, just
after they descend into their trillion-dollar underground cities. As
evidence, just view my video documentary at Link #5, below.
And notice in that video of the satanic Masonic Denver Airport -which displays numerous large murals depicting the future
bloody wars and the fiery destruction at the end of the world . . .
notice the statue of the grotesque bird of death going into, or
coming out of, the suitcase.
Also, notice the photograph (Link #6, below) of the Prime
Minister of Israel giving the infamous Masonic handshake to the
Arab King of Jordan. This proves that Israel's secretive Zionist
ruling elite care nothing for the Israeli people, but only for their
secret satanic brotherhood that includes Arab rulers, especially
the Saudi royal family. These ethnically diverse ruling
conspirators are plotting to shelter underground while the Israeli
population is incinerated in the coming nuclear war. So, you
see, the Zionist and Arab ruling elite are safely on the inside,
while the common Jews and Gentiles of the World are to be
cast out into the nuclear inferno, just as these Zionist elite had
cast the Jews into the Nazi holocaust. As evidence of this claim,
find the book by the Jewish scholar, Ralph Schoenman: THE
HIDDEN HISTORY OF ZIONISM. The Zionist rulers flatter the
Jewish masses with Jewish supremacist doctrine and they
frighten the Jewish masses with the specter of antisemitic
terrorism in order to empower themselves, the elite. These
crafty Zionist ruling devils couple flattery with fear to attain an
intense degree of Jewish support. The Jewish masses are the
platform of power upon which the Zionist ruling elite stand.
Without the Jewish masses' servility, the Zionist ruling elite
would be powerless. Yet, we Gentiles and Jews ain't gettin' no
ticket into the elite's underground shelters when those Russian
and Chinese nuclear missiles start raining down over Tel Aviv

and Haifa -- and over New York, Chicago, Houston, and Los
Angeles. You are probably unaware of Netanyahu's "Samson
Option," to nuke all the surrounding nations when that maniac
feels threatened as a consequence of his own war provocations
against Russia, which provocations the Zionist power clique in
the U.S. are propagandizing against Russia as we speak? But,
of course, Netanyahu will be sure to ensconce himself safely
underground before lighting that global nuclear fuse. On
YouTube, type in "Secret Space Program" and "Catherine
Austin Fitts" and "Olav Philips," because the global ruling elite
are also preparing shelter in near-space, in one or more Space
Stations, like the I.S.S., and that secretive escape plan has cost
us many trillions of dollars, stolen from us by these elite devils.
So when the many millions of Zionist-supportive Jews are no
longer needed, the Zionist/Arab/British/American/etc. blood
brotherhood of the diabolical global ruling elite's Freemasonic
secret society (of which the Illuminati is the chief branch) will
holocaust all of us in their global nuclear inferno. Go to
YouTube and type in "Walter Veith." Texe Marrs and the late
David J. Smith are two other leading expositors of that evil plot
by Albert Pike and Giuseppe Mazzini (type in those two names,
also) to foment three World Wars, the third of which is plotted to
usher in "the pure worship of their god," Satan, whom they call
"Lucifer."
And all the while, we thought that Netanyahu followed
Judaism. Not so. He follows the Satan-worshipping religion of
global Freemasonry, or else he could not be permitted, by
Satan, to rule. Oh, you thought that Satan is a mythical being?
Well, the most powerful men in the World differ with you, to the
degree that they actually worship Satan, as do all these lofty
success-hungry celebrities whose satanic hand signs on
television pass over your head, unnoticed by you, as they laugh
at your ignorance of their cryptic, yet in-your-face, worship of
Satan, who ordains their enrichment and empowerment. Go to
YouTube and find the movie, DEVIL's ADVOCATE. That is not
fiction; it's in-your-face truth, disguised as fiction, so that you will
subconsciously reject it as truth.
Now, back to what appears to be a January 31st Attack-onAmerica plot (again, I do not know in which year it is intended).
In the movie, "Back To The Future, Part III," not only is the side

of the lead (signifying rulership) train, the engine, emblazoned
with a white-on-black number "1 3 1" and a caricature-like
swirling design which appears to be the infamous Owl of blood
sacrifice to their god, Molech, but for several seconds you see
Doc at the front of this racing train engine (catapulting us into
the future by way of catastrophe), and right near Doc's head is
a black circular concave section at the base of the smokestack
(the smokestack atop the face of the engine symbolizing the
apex of global power) and within this concave circular base of
the smokestack, you see the infamous Illuminati Pyramid,
located near the bold white-on-black number 1 3 1.
You see, among these diabolical plotting ruling elite are the
movie moguls who have implanted their infamous symbol, their
Illuminati Pyramid, at the capstone, on which is enthroned these
same diabolical global ruling elite. Rent the DVD "Back to the
Future, Part III. Then hit the PAUSE button on your DVD player
at 137 minutes and 18 seconds. On my DVD player, each
successive time I hit the PAUSE button, the movie frame
advances by about one-tenth of a second. Repeatedly hit the
PAUSE button from 18 seconds to 22 seconds. You will then
see many frames of the Illuminati Pyramid and the white-onblack number 1 3 1 near Doc's head. Screen-capture several of
those Illuminati Pyramid movie frames as still images, and post
them on YouTube or in your own email/twitter/facebook posts.
You will see that the number 1 3 1, in white-on-black, is in
duality with the Illuminati Pyramid near it.
Quite graphically, David Icke points out to us, in the History
Channel documentary, "Secret Societies," (Link #2, below) that
that spooky pyramid with the ominous "All-Seeing Eye"
comprising its capstone, was placed in the most in-America'sface place that one can imagine: on our one-dollar bill. And no
picture is more commonly seen, yet devilishly unnoticed than
the one-dollar bill which we pass from person to person, over
and over. David Icke goes on to point out that that Illuminati
Pyramid was placed on our one-dollar bill by a great Illuminati
front-man, President Franklin Delano Roosevelt. And now, we
have yet another Illuminati-chosen front-man being ushered in
as president. Beware! this may signal the Illuminati's longdeclared World War III, which is to usher in "the pure worship of
Satan," thus ousting Allah and ousting the Lord Jesus Christ,

who vowed, in the Holy Scriptures, nearly twenty centuries ago,
to return to Earth and destroy Satan's future One-World
dictatorship!
So, Netanyahu and the diabolical Zionist+Military-Industrial
Complex combine . . . this shadow ruling clique is just drooling
for their past-selected President Trump, to assume power.
Every time the United Nations denounces Israel for its atrocities
against the Palestinians, Netanyahu and his Illuminati bosses
feel the need to launch an "Attack on America" in order to paint
the Arabs as terrorists, so that they who worship Satan can
evade world condemnation, while painting America as the poor
victim of terrorism, so that they can treacherously justify yet
another war of wholesale slaughter to delight their god, Satan,
whom GOD's Bible tells us is the temporary ruler of this world.
In other words, if you want power and wealth, you must worship
Satan. That's why Trump and countless celebrities incessantly
flash these Satan-worshipping hand signs, the "666 Hail
Antichrist" one-hand sign, and the "Inverted Pyramid" unholy
praying hands, inviting to Earth Satan's host of fallen angels".
These global ruling elite, under Satan's rule, had launched
their perfidious Attack on America on 9 11 01, yielding 111.
January 31st would be 1 31 17, also yielding what occultists call
"the triple witching number," 111, while also yielding a sum of
13. Will there be a full moon on 1 31 17? I don't know, but they
like to coincide full moons with occultly auspicious numbers,
because they believe that this reinforces their deputized power
from their god, Satan. 1 16 91 also yielded the triple witching
number, 111. That was the day when Skull & Bones secret
society satanist Pres. G.H.W. Bush launched his plotted war
upon Iraq, and it was on a full moon.
So, watch out, and tweet out (Trump does it), and facebookshare, all you fellow Americans and citizens of all nations,
because not only does tweeting counter our bullies of the
psyche, CNN/FOX/seeBS/ABC/NBC, who are our thoughtdominatrixes -- but, the United Nations has just once again
denounced Netanyahu for his atrocities against a nation of
civilians. Therefore, they may react to this U.N. denunciation as
a platform for retaliation, to launch another Attack on America,
in order to blame the Arabs for provoking their desired larger
war, a war which is likely to go nuclear.

You folks should care enough about your own families' lives to
publicize this threat. If you're wrong, you'll lose face.
Conversely, if you fail to speak out, and the "Attack on America"
occurs, you will lose more than your face; you will lose your
entire body!
Now, we do not know what plans, if any, the elite may have for
Vice-President-elect Mike Pence, who always has that sinister
squint in his eyes. That guy seems ominous. Will he succeed
Trump sooner than later? Only our ruling devils know. But you
might find clues about that from the elite's Steven Spielberg
movie, "Back to the Future, Part II." When you get that DVD, go
to the "Deleted Scenes" section and find out what happens to
Trump's analog in that movie, Biff Tannen, whom the elite's
script writer, Bob Gale, actually stated (look it up) that Biff
Tannen was scripted, in 1989, to parallel Donald Trump. Bob
Gale made that statement long before Trump ever ran for
president! How did he know? And how did "The Simpson's"
cartoon, (at Link #4, below) in the year 2000, know enough to
show the exact same scene of the future Donald Trump, filmed
recently, going down an escalator (I hope the down escalator is
not another symbolic clue)?
Also, you will have to rent or buy the DVD "Back to the Future,
Part III, because I searched YouTube futilely for that scene of
Doc at the front of the train with the Illuminati Pyramid at the
base of the engine's smokestack -- at the forehead of the lead
train, as it were, displaying the same cryptically symbolic
message as that at the harbor entrance to New York City, the
financial capital and home of the financial rulers of the World
(along with the City of London), under their god, Satan -- that
message on the Statue of Liberty covertly announcing the fact
that "They are the Bosses. They are Running the Show, Yet,
We Inferior Common Folk are Incapable of Seeing It" -- just as
we cannot see the chemtrails enshrouding and poisoning our
skies.
At Link #2, below, David Icke tells us that the Illuminati Pyramid
with the all-seeing "we rule as god" eye was implanted in-ourfaces on our one-dollar bill by an Illuminati frontman, President
Franklin Delano Roosevelt, whom, if you will recall, once stated:
"IN POLITICS, NOTHING HAPPENS BY ACCIDENT! IT IS ALL
PLANNED! Let that thought Simmer in your minds over the

coming days, Trump fans!
__

___ John DiNardo ___

___THE_REMAINING_6_LINKS_ARE_AS_FOLLOWS :
Link #2 - The History Channel: The Illuminati Rule America
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QeJ9A-rXQF8&t=15s
Link #3 - 911 Attack Conspirator Identified as Netanyahu
https://vimeo.com/158359258
Link #4 - The Year 2000 Simpsons Cartoon Shows Trump
Going Down an Escalator, an actual Scene which they Claim
was Recently Recorded in Actuality, During Trump's
Campaign for the Presidency. JD
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FBqL7ihtNpk
Link #5 - Ex-Governor of Minnesota, Jesse Ventura is shown
the fabulous underground city, built to shelter Netanyahu, the
Bush family, the Royal families, the Rothschilds, and the
several thousand highest elite rulers of the World. Their NASA
astronomers tell them that an incoming dwarf star is
gravitationally dragging in a celestial shotgun blast of comets,
asteroids, and meteors. This shotgun-like dwarf star is, itself,
being pulled in by our Sun's great gravitational force field, and
so, this infalling dwarf star must make its inexorable
rendezvous with our Sun, in a loop-around trajectory, as it has
done every 36 1/2 centuries -- in its repeating highly elliptical
cometary orbits of action-at-a-distance destruction -- into and
out of our Solar System, which cyclical comet-like intrusions
are evidenced by the famous Ten Plagues of Egypt, in the
Book of Exodus (circa 1,650 B.C.), by the Great Global Flood
of Noah's day (circa 5,300 B.C.), and by the great Sinking of
the Continent of Atlantis (circa 9,000 B.C.). JD
https://vimeo.com/141020983
Link #6 - The Prime Minister of Israel gives the secret
Masonic handshake to the Arab King of Jordan, proving that
the two are secret Freemasons, and hence, "blood brothers,"
not really Muslim and Jew, since they share their religion of
Satan-worship in order to gain and sustain power.
JD

Link #7 - In 1871, Albert Pike -- whose title was "Grand
Sovereign Commander of the Ancient and Accepted Scottish
Rite of Freemasonry" -- wrote a letter which, until the 1970s,
was on display at the British Museum of Natural History until it
was removed by the secretive Illuminists. Albert Pike, a genius
and a self-proclaimed worshipper of Satan, the Devil, claims
that he had a vision from his god, Satan the Devil, and as a
result of his vision, he wrote a monumental letter, dated
August 15th 1871, to Giuseppe Mazzini of Italy, his
international counterpart in command of the Illuminati. In that
letter, which had been on display at the British Museum of
Natural History until 1976 when it was removed by the furtive
Illuminists, Albert Pike declared the following instructions that
had been conveyed to him by this god, Satan -- and, for
brevity, I paraphrase:
We, of the Illuminati secret world rulers, will foment three
world wars: the First World War shall usher in Communism
and shall empower political Zionism. Our Second World War
will create the Nazi Holocaust in order to so decimate and
traumatize the Jewish people, worldwide, that we can then
create a Jewish homeland as an irritant in the heart of the
Middle East, so as to infect both Muslims and Jews with such
a long festering mutual hatred that the conditions will be
made ripe for a third world war, in which all religions and
atheism will be discredited and rejected. Thusly, we will have
created a spiritual vacuum, such that we shall then usher in
"The Pure Worship of Lucifer," [Satan, the Devil].
Today, we see satan-worshipping hand signs being constantly
flashed by President Trump, whom these ruling elite have
chosen to feed the masses opposing political doctrines to
counteract the political doctrines of the Obama presidency,
which, itself, was pre-ordained in two prior rigged elections,
and now there is glaring evidence from numerous computer
experts that this Trump election was also rigged. But the main
point here is that the diabolical world rulers of the Illuminati
have planned world wars and other major world political and
economic cataclysms in order to bring all of humankind into
such a conflagration -- a greatest final holocaust, likely a
nuclear holocaust, in which you and I and our families may be
killed -- so that the world's bloodied and burned masses will

cry out for the Illuminati's long-plotted One-World dictatorship
under the savage crushing rule of their god, Satan, the Devil.
JD
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m581aW5AH4M

